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NDNS rescued and nursed a Yellow Footed
Green Pigeon found in B Block NFC, a cute
Mynah fledgling from C Block NFC, a Barn
Owl from A Block NFC and a Kitten from C
Block NFC this month. The birds are released
where they were rescued from once they
heal. The newborn kitten was abandoned by
the mother so we are looking for a caring
home for her.

Pragati Madan tree felling
Delhi has lost more than 15,000 trees in the last three years.
It’s ranked as one of the most polluted cities on the planet
and we might not be able to afford losing over 1,713 trees at
the expense of our health. So we at NDNS are raising our
voice against 1,713 trees being cut in Pragati Maidan. Help
us by donating >>> HERE
The following articles are from Hindustan Times
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Aam Khaao, Guthli Bachao campaign

The king of all fruits is a relishing delight but we often throw away the mango seeds which either
land up in garbage heaps or grow in awkward places like drain sides. Each mango seed is the
womb of an 'ambra vriksha' which holds the potential to grow into a full-fledged healthy tree that
can support another few thousand fruits in its lifetime.
Mango trees attract frugivore creatures like Parakeets, Hornbills, Bats, Flying Foxes, Treepies,
Bulbuls and Mynahs most often. They are also home to a variety of insects like Caterpillars and
Butterflies. So the next time you eat a mango, remember to save the seed and plant it. Once the
sapling is ready, you can gift it to your friends or simply enjoy the fruits of your fruit seed yourself!
This campaign was featured in Gulf News, Mail Today and Samvada NFC.
🍋

Breathing is not an option
Concerned residents of Delhi joined hands to form a human chain to save trees from being removed
on Aurobindo Marg. The group met The Environment Minister and after discussions, he has got the
cutting halted so that we can get together and plan on alternate solutions while saving the trees.

Watch Video HERE + Coverage by THE WIRE >> HERE
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Cement removal from around trees
Trees in Delhi NCR must have at least 1 meter of soil space in all directions but a few residents decide
to cover the soil around the trees with cement. They do not realize that this will kill the tree very soon
by preventing its growth and water percolation. NDNS has been finding such sites and helping trees
by spreading awareness and getting the cement removed.
Watch Video HERE
NDNS conducts its first Mumbai Tree Climbing Workshop
NDNS spread its wings in Mumbai and conducted the first Tree Climbing workshop in Mumbai last
month!

Fun and interactive posters by children at Serra International School, NFC
NDNS created a project to raise awareness about trees for World Environment Day which was on
Monday, 5th June. These posters were made by four year olds of Serra International School NFC and
were put up in New Friends Colony. The RWA and MCD Horticulture helped us in placing these on
bamboo poles, near the trees, since there is a Rs10,000/- fine as per NGT to place banners on trees
with ropes or nails.

M an
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PLASTIC FREE NFC
NDNS has been conducting a “Say no Plastic bags” shop to shop campaign in NFC with the RWA. One
pencil or a banana also comes with a plastic bag absolutely free which is used for not more than 5
minutes and is thrown into the garbage or on the road. They are neither biodegradable, nor are they
resellable, so they end up blocking drainage lines or chocking animals stomachs. Plastic bags are
never washed or reused, and is very commonly seen burnt on roadsides which add to Delhi’s famous
air pollution. So we must encourage cloth bags or paper bags instead.
Watch video HERE
COMPOST CAMPAIGN
There is an ongoing door to door campaign for Composting in A Block NFC, urging residents to give
their kitchen waste separately to the garbage collector, which goes to the colony compost pits. Once
the compost is ready, it is sold at Rs5/kg and is very good for your plants.
Watch Video HERE
Talk at Karma Lakeland
NDNS presented a slideshow of all the work done over the years to inspire and motivate the audience
to connect with nature. The children climbed trees and played a few nature games in the garden
after the talk.

Sundown at Asola Bhatti Wildlife Sanctuary
Participants enjoyed an evening of fun in nature. Tree Climbing, Slack Lining and making seed bombs
while being surrounded by trees, birds, butterflies and cool breeze.
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Asiad Village “Connecting people with nature”
The Earth Collective organizes a weekly organic farmers market and invited NDNS to conduct a walk
in the forest with residents of Asiad Village and participants from other parts of Delhi as well.
Everybody enjoyed the sights and sounds of nature, tree climbing and seed bomb making.

Chat over Chai
NDNS spoke to residents of NFC about their plastic waste and how it devastatingly affects us directly.
This event was organized by RWA and also had MCD councilor present to discuss colony matters.

Birthday in Nature
NDNS organized a birthday celebration at the Asola Bhatti Wildlife Sanctuary. 6 year old children with
their parents enjoyed fun activities in nature. Tree climbing, slack lining, seed bombs, nature walk and
refreshments without leaving any non biodegradable waste behind. Sunset, cool breeze, birds,
butterflies, fresh air and lots of greenery made everybody feel great.
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POSTCARD CAMPAIGN

For more updates, please visit and “like” our Facebook page
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